Nonlinear Dynamic Analysis of an Industrial Chimney’s Pile Foundation System for Hurricane Loading
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the results of a nonlinear dynamic analysis to evaluate the structural performance of a pile and mat foundation system supporting a 350 feet tall concrete chimney stack for hurricane force wind loads. Wind tunnel testing was conducted to develop wind load time histories along the height of the chimney. A geotechnical investigation was performed to determine the nonlinear characteristics of the pile behavior under lateral and vertical loads. A global nonlinear computer model of the chimney and foundation system was developed to determine the performance of the chimney’s foundation under the wind load time histories. The concrete windshield, pile cap and individual piles were modeled in the computer simulation. Two levels of wind speed were considered (a) a 157 mph wind speed (3-second gust, at a height of 10 m in Exposure C, 150-year return period) and (b) a 225 mph wind speed (3-second gust, at a height of 10 m in Exposure C, 10,000-year return period), for the analysis. Results of nonlinear dynamic time history analysis are presented in this paper.

INTRODUCTION

Design and analysis of structures for wind loads is usually limited to a static analysis using code prescribed wind loads. For special structures such as tall buildings wind loads are obtained from wind tunnel testing on a mock-up of the building and surrounding terrain in a laboratory. Wind tunnel test loads are frequently reported in the form of static loads which are more realistic in value and distribution over surfaces and height of the structure compared to code prescribed wind loads. Similar to earthquake loads, wind loads are dynamic in nature. However, performing a dynamic analysis is not cost effective and practical for regular structures. Structures whose heights are greater than 4 times their minimum effective width; structures with heights greater than 400 ft; flexible structures (with frequencies normally below 1Hz) and structures with low damping are susceptible to vibration during high wind events [1]. Therefore, these types of structures should be subjected to dynamic wind loading to capture wind gust effects.

Where wind load governs the design of lateral load resisting system, structural members are primarily sized to control the drift. Once members are sized for drift, strength requirements are usually automatically satisfied. In a wind-governed design, structural members remain predominately elastic under wind loads and therefore nonlinear analysis is not required.

The purpose of the investigation presented in this paper was to perform an analytical evaluation of the pile foundation system of an industrial chimney near the US hurricane coast to resist hurricane loading. The evaluation of pile foundation system was part of strengthening of
the overall chimney structure to resists hurricane category 5. Bierrum International Ltd performed the design of strengthening of chimneys’ structure by adding an external reinforced concrete cladding over the full height of the existing windshield [2]. The aim of the project was to determine the performance of the pile foundation system for two levels of hurricane force winds:

1. 157 mph wind speed (3-second gust, at a height of 10 m in open terrain or Exposure C) at which the chimney should remain operational. This is consistent with ACI-307-98 [3] requirement for design of chimneys.

2. 225 mph wind speed (3-second gust, at a height of 10 m in open terrain or Exposure C) at which the chimney should not collapse but damage is acceptable. This is a category 5 hurricane with sustained wind speeds (one minute average) greater than 155 mph. This criterion was established by the client, the owner of the facility where the chimneys are operating.

The overall plan of one chimney is shown in Figure 1. The pile cap configuration and location of piles under the pile cap are shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. The chimney structure is 350 ft tall with a base diameter of 40 ft (height-to-width ratio of 8.75) which makes it a flexible structure and qualifies it for the use of dynamic wind loading. In addition, the foundation system is in interaction with the underlying soil that has highly nonlinear properties and susceptible to inelastic deformations. Therefore, a nonlinear analysis best represents the response of the foundation system to wind dynamic loading.

The initial elastic analysis conducted by Bierrum International Ltd (using the ACI 307-98 provisions) indicated that the pile foundation system would overload under the wind loads defined above. Consequently, it was determined to perform a nonlinear time history analysis to capture a more realistic and more accurate estimate of forces on the pile foundation system. The following tasks were performed for evaluation of the chimney foundation system:

1. Development of wind load time histories from wind tunnel measurements for application over the chimney’s height in the global computer model.

2. Geotechnical analysis of the chimney’s pile foundation and pile cap for development of non-linear soil springs to be incorporated into the global computer model.

3. Development and analysis of a global computer model to determine the performance of the chimney and its foundation under the wind load developed in task 1 above.
Figure 1: Current configuration of Chimney
Figure 2: Pile cap configuration

Figure 3: Pile Locations under the Pile Cap
**Wind Tunnel Testing**

Wind tunnel testing was conducted by the Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel Laboratory (BLWTL) at the University of Western Ontario (UWO) to develop wind load time histories for the chimney. BLWTL tested a physical model of the chimney at a scale of about 1:300 in a wind tunnel with a boundary layer that was correctly scaled for a typical open country environment as seen in Figure 4. This approach is consistent with ACI-307-98 which only considers an “open country” location. A rigid model of one chimney was designed, constructed and instrumented for pressure measurements at 8 rings of 10 taps each. It was tested in turbulent boundary-layer flow conditions in two general load cases: isolated chimney and interference due to an identical chimney upstream. The pressure data was integrated to provide sectional drag and lift coefficients at each ring for implementation in a nonlinear structural analysis. BLWTL provided drag and lift coefficients time histories for the chimney at 8 elevations along the chimney’s height. The length of record corresponds to over 10 hours at full-scale.

![Wind tunnel model](image)

**Geotechnical Study**

A geotechnical engineering consultant (Praad Geotechnical Inc. of Los Angeles, California) was retained to review previous geotechnical investigation reports of the site and conduct analysis to develop the lateral and vertical load versus displacement curves for the individual piles. Based on the information from previous reports, it was determined that the upper 15 to 17 feet of the soil consists of granular fill. An approximately 5 foot layer of soft silty material containing voids and organics exists below the fill material. Below the soft silty material is a relatively thick layer of medium dense to dense sands up to a depth of approximately 65 feet. Below the sand layer is dense, fragmented limestone. Figure 5 shows the adopted soil profile for the site. The computer program, LPILE Plus [4], was used to analyze the existing 10-inch diameter piles under lateral loading. In LPILE, the pile-soil interaction is modeled using non-linear springs characterized by “pressure-displacement” relations known as p-y curves. Different p-y curves can be incorporated into the program as a function of depth and for various types of soil. For the analyses, the piles were assumed to be embedded into the limestone material (approximately between 55 to 65 feet below ground surface).

Figures 6 and 7 show load displacement curve developed by Praad Geotechnical Inc to represent the nonlinear behavior of piles underneath the chimney’s foundation. Figure 6 indicates that a compressive force of 180 kips is the threshold above which permanent pile settlement is expected to occur. In addition, according to Figure 7 the ultimate vertical load capacity of piles is
approximately 255 kips. Based on the lateral force-displacement curve in Figure 7, a lateral force of 35 kips is the threshold above which permanent pile lateral displacement is expected to occur. In addition, the ultimate lateral force capacity of each pile is approximately 56 kips. The non-linear soil springs representing the pile behavior under lateral and vertical loads developed in this study were incorporated in the global computer model.

Figure 5: Geotechnical profiles adopted for pile analyses

Figure 6: Nonlinear curve for axial load vs. downward deflection of the pile tip used in the analysis at the recommendation of geotechnical engineer
Figure 7: Nonlinear curve for lateral load vs. lateral deflection used in the analysis at the recommendation of Geotechnical Engineer

**COMPUTER MODEL**

The SAP2000 [5] computer program was used to analyze a non-linear model of chimney. The following tasks were performed in this step:

1. A Global computer model of chimney and its foundation was created to perform a non-linear time history analysis.

2. An array of three dimensional non-linear soil springs representing each individual pile was attached to the pile cap to capture the appropriate behavior. The pile cap was modeled with linear solid elements.

3. A stick model composed of frame elements with a tapered annular cross-section was created to represent the chimney’s windshield. The chimney’s brick liner was represented with an equivalent weight at the appropriate locations on the pile cap.

4. Wind loading time-histories developed by wind tunnel testing were applied at 8 different levels to analyze the performance of the non-linear springs representing the individual piles.

Figure 8 shows an overview of the computer model of the chimney that was created for the nonlinear analysis. The octagonal concrete pile cap was modeled using linear solid elements to represent flexural characteristics of the pile cap (see Figures 9). The bottom surface nodal points were created to match the location of piles. The chimney’s windshield structure was modeled using frame elements with tapered hollow circular cross-section along the height to match the
shape of the chimney. To transfer the weight of the concrete windshield and applied wind loads to the actual as-built location, the connection between chimney and pile cap was modeled using rigid frame elements that connect the bottom-most vertical frame element of chimney to the pile cap in a radial pattern (see Figure 10).

Piles were individually modeled using single-node nonlinear springs that were attached to the bottom surface of the octagonal pile cap model as shown in Figure 11. The single-node nonlinear springs were assigned vertical and lateral load-displacement characteristics obtained from the Geotechnical Investigation Report (seen in Figures 6 and 7). These load-displacement curves correspond to a pile depth of 55' below the pile cap. The existing piles are 10-inch diameter steel pipes with a wall thickness of 3/8 inches filled with concrete. Piles are positioned with a 5-inch embedment into the bottom of the pile cap and no inner reinforcing bar or other steel structure connects the piles to the pile cap. Consequently, no tensile capacity due to uplift can develop in the piles. Therefore, for the input axial load-displacement curve no strength was assigned to the springs in the tensile (positive) direction (see Figures 12). However, a symmetric lateral load-displacement curve was assigned to springs in both the positive and negative zones (see Figures 13).
Figure 9: Pile Cap Model

Figure 10: Connection between chimney and pile cap, side view

Figure 11: Nonlinear springs attached to the bottom surface of pile cap at the pile locations

Figure 12: Input nonlinear curve for axial load vs. downward deflection of the pile tip used in the analysis, no tensile strength was considered for piles
Gravity loads applied to the computer model include weights of the pile cap, chimney concrete windshield, chimney brick liner, floor lining and backfill soil. Wind load was applied to the computer model as wind force time histories that were developed by the BLWTL. Both along wind and across-wind components were applied to the model at eight elevations simultaneously (a total of 8 pairs of wind loading time histories) as given by BLWTL (see Figure 14). The time histories developed in wind tunnel testing represented approximately 10 hours of full-scale wind loads. Due to the large number of data points, it was not practical to run the analysis for the entire loading time history. Therefore, the time step that produced the largest base shear and overturning moment pairs was identified. A truncated time history (approximately 15 seconds in length) with the identified maximum time step approximately in the middle of it was then selected to use in analysis. Figure 15 shows the truncated time history plot of overturning moment at the base of the chimney for a wind speed of 225 mph. The maximum overturning moment shown in this plot is 262,522 kip-ft. This value corresponds to the resultant base moment vector that was calculated using wind tunnel drag and lift coefficient time histories. The maximum base moment from elastic analysis used for the design of chimney’s windshield was 321,496 kip-ft from which is 22% larger than the base moment obtained from the wind tunnel testing. Figures 16 and 17 show a sample pair of wind drag and lift force histories that were used in computer runs.
Figure 14: Point of application of wind drag and lift time history loadings $F_D(t)$ and $F_L(t)$ in the computer model
Figure 15: Plot of a truncated time history of overturning moment at the base of chimney for wind speed of 225 mph

Figure 16: Plot of a truncated time history of drag wind force with wind speed of 225 mph that was used as input in the computer runs.

Figure 17: Plot of a truncated time history of lift wind force with wind speed of 225 mph that was used as input in the computer runs.
The first goal of the analysis was to evaluate the ability of the pile foundation system to withstand wind loads generated by a wind speed of 157 mph. This wind speed is the 3-sec gust wind speed measured at 33 feet above ground and corresponds to a 147 year return period. In addition, as the upper limit of loading, we applied wind loads generated by a 225 mph wind speed. This wind speed corresponds to a category 5 hurricane with sustained (one minute average) wind speeds greater than 155 mph and a 10,000 year return period.

Response of structure to isolated chimney wind loading scenario is only presented in this paper as the analysis showed that it is the governing case. The results are presented in form of graphs that show the envelope of the pile axial force time histories for the two wind speeds of 157 mph and 225 mph. Pile forces are shown (in kips) on the vertical axis with pile numbers on the horizontal axis. Pile forces in graphs are maximum and minimum values during the time history analysis and they may not all occur simultaneously. As described earlier, a compressive force of 180 kips is the threshold above which permanent pile settlement is expected to occur and the ultimate axial capacity of piles is approximately 255 kips. These two limits are shown with straight lines in the plots of pile axial forces as lower bound and upper bounds to signify two critical limit states of pile performance.

Figure 18 shows the plot of maximum axial force in piles for wind speeds of 157 mph and 225 mph. Figure 19 shows the plot of minimum pile axial forces for the same wind speeds. Our analysis showed that for a 157 mph the maximum axial force in almost all piles remains around or less than 180 kips which indicates that no permanent settlement of the piles is expected at this level of loading (see Figure 18). For a wind speed of 225 mph, however, the maximum axial force in 35 piles exceeds 255 kips (see Figure 18) which is the ultimate axial capacity of piles in compression. These 35 piles are shown in Figure 20.

The maximum downward pile-tip displacement for a wind speed of 157 mph is 0.3 inches which should not result in any permanent vertical displacement of the pile cap. The maximum downward pile-tip displacement for wind speed of 225 mph is approximately 2.1 inches which causes a relatively large permanent settlement of the pile cap (even if rebound of piles is taken into consideration) resulting in permanent displacement (tilting) of the concrete pile cap (on the order of 1.6 inches at the edge). It is to be noted that the 2.1 inches of vertical displacement is due to a combination of gravity and wind loads. Vertical displacement of the piles due to gravity loads alone is approximately 0.1 inches. Figures 21 shows plot of axial force-displacement response of pile number 19 that experienced the maximum compressive force and downward displacement during the analysis for wind speed of and 225 mph. Figure 22 shows a graphical representation of the permanent displacement at the pile tip for the mentioned wind speeds. Our analysis also showed that the lateral pile-head force due to the wind loading remains well below the force that causes permanent lateral displacement in piles. The maximum lateral displacement of pile tips was approximately 0.14 inches which is in the linear range of pile behavior and does not result in any permanent deformation (see Figure 23).

We also investigated second-order effects of moment magnification due to lateral displacement of the chimney’s superstructure model during the analysis (P-Δ effect). Our analysis showed that the P-Δ effect does not have any significant effect on the results.
Figure 18: Maximum forces in piles for wind loading

Figure 19: Minimum axial forces in piles for wind loading
Figure 20: Piles with forces larger than 255 kips (pile capacity) when subjected to maximum wind load (V=225 mph)

Figure 21: Plot of maximum force-displacement response (pile number 19) during the time history analysis with wind loading when V=225 mph. Horizontal axis shows pile compressive force (kips) and vertical axis shows pile tip displacement (in).
CONCLUSIONS

The major conclusions that were determined from this study are:

1. Our analysis showed that for a 157 mph wind speed pile axial forces remain below the threshold where permanent pile settlement is expected. Therefore, no settlement is
expected at this level of loading and the pile foundation should remain fully functional.

2. For wind speed of 225 mph, the maximum axial force in 35 piles exceeds the ultimate pile capacity.

3. The downward pile-tip displacement for a wind speed of 225 mph causes relatively large permanent settlement of the pile cap resulting in permanent displacement (tilting) of the concrete pile cap. At this level of vertical pile tip displacement localized damage of the pile cap or piles may occur.

4. Our analysis showed that the lateral pile-head force due to wind loading remains well below the threshold that causes significant lateral displacement of piles. The maximum lateral pile displacement remains in the linear range of pile behavior and does not result in any permanent deformation.

5. A comparison between the static-linear analysis and dynamic-nonlinear analysis showed that the maximum moment at the base of the chimney for dynamic-nonlinear analysis was 22% less than the base moment obtained from the static-linear analysis. While the initial analysis conducted with the ACI 307-98 provisions indicated that the pile foundation system would overload, the detailed analysis presented herein indicated otherwise. Therefore, performing a nonlinear dynamic analysis using wind load history can potentially result in a reduction of force demand on the foundation systems of tall industrial chimneys.
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